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Administration Building, view southwest
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Salmon Building, view northwest
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Bell Building, view west # 3
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Rear elevation of Salmon, view east
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Rear elevation of Brigham, view east
View south along Inner Loop, Earle on right, Russell (not included) straight ahead # 6
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Typical connecting tunnel; non-excluded
contributing laundry, powerhouse;
Stribling, view west # 7
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Gallup Building, view southwest
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Lippitt Building, view east southwest
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West elevation, Stribling, view northeast
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Rear elevation of Ray, view northeast
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Small buildings behind Pharmacy,
Maintenance in background,
view southwest # 12
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Power house (noncontributing), carpentry shop, maintenance office, view southwest # 13
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Club House, view south
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Gateway and cottages, east side of Route 12, view northeast
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Employees Residence, view east
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Cottages on west side of Perimeter Loop, view west
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Garage (noncontributing) south of Staff House, view northeast #18
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Addition, rear of Pharmacy (non-contributing), view east #19
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View of complex from architect's catalog, 1931
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